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ABSTRACT This work confirms the ability of the fluorescent probe trans-parinaric acid to detect gel/fluid heterogeneity in lipid
bilayers and shows a simple and useful method to quantify this heterogeneity. Taking advantage of the maximum entropy
method, we have resolved the probe fluorescence lifetime distributions in homogeneous solutions and in single and two-
component lipid bilayers at different temperatures. A precise description of the emission kinetics was obtained as a function
of viscosity in the homogeneous solution and as a function of the phase composition (gel/fluid) in the lipid bilayers. These data
show, unambiguously, that the same distribution pattern, with two well resolved lifetime classes, is observed both in pure solvents
and in fluid bilayers. This distribution is modified during the thermotropic phase transition, with the appearance of a long lifetime
component. The anisotropy experiments confirm that the amplitude of this component is proportional to the fraction of probe
located in the gel phase. From this fraction we have quantified the amount of gel phase in the binary bilayer system dimyristoyl
phosphatidylcholine/dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine and determined the thermotropic phase diagram of the mixture. This phase
diagram agrees well with that calculated assuming ideal mixing of the lipids (Marbrey, S., and J. M. Sturtevant. 1976. Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. USA. 73:862-3866).

INTRODUCTION

The lipid component of biological membranes has been usu-
ally visualized as a physically homogeneous system. How-
ever, there is growing evidence in recent works that lipid
domains of different structure and composition might exist
in biological membranes, even at physiological temperatures
(Ho et al., 1992; Mateo et al., 1991; Illsley et al., 1988;
Gordon et al., 1983; Schroeder et al., 1983). Since these
domains introduce in the bilayer a source of lateral hetero-
geneity, they may play an important role in the support and
modulation of membrane protein functions (Aloia et al.,
1988). Alteration of temperature or lipid composition at at-
mospheric pressure can lead to changes in the domain struc-
ture and, thereby, in the functional state of the cell.
The experimental demonstration of this heterogeneity at a

molecular level is of a great interest in current membrane
research and is being pursued by means of several spectro-
scopic techniques (reviewed by Devaux et al. (1985)).
Among those, the methods based on fluorescence detection
present the advantages of high sensitivity, time resolution,
and multiplicity of signals (Van der Meer et al., 1988).
Events on time scales ranging from 0.1 p,s to picoseconds are
observable using the fluorescence signal. In many of these
methods, a lipophilic fluorescent probe is introduced into the
lipid bilayer and a number of spectral parameters are moni-
tored (Lentz et al., 1989). These spectroscopic parameters
are, frequently, sensitive to the lipid environment surround-
ing the fluorophore. A variety of probes have been used to
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detect membrane heterogeneity (Ho et al., 1992; Parasassi
et al., 1991a; Ruggiero and Hudson, 1989a; Davenport et al.,
1988; Fiorini et al., 1988; Bultmann et al., 1991). Thus, the
high spectral sensitivity of the Laurdan molecule to the phase
state of phospholipids has been recently used to detect and
quantify lipid phases in phospholipid vesicles (Parasassi
et al., 1990, 1991a). Similarly, since the fluorescence pa-
rameters of diphenylhexatriene, DPH, are weakly sensitive
to the fluidity of its microenvironment (Barrow and Lentz,
1985) this probe has also occasionally been used to inves-
tigate the presence of gel domains in bilayers (Ho et al., 1992;
Fiorini et al., 1988).

trans-Parinaric acid, t-PnA, a fluorescent polyene fatty
acid probe (Sklar et al., 1977b), has been used to detect lateral
heterogeneity in several occasions (Mateo et al., 1991;
Ruggiero and Hudson, 1989b). In this case, the detection of
heterogeneity in lipid bilayers is based on the high sensitivity
of the probe fluorescence kinetic to lipid local density (Sklar
et al., 1977b; Hudson et al., 1986). The investigation of lipid
clustering using t-PnA is possible if the multiple components
of the fluorescence decay are correctly assigned to distinct
fractions of the bilayer. However, it has been reported
(Parasassi et al., 1984) that changes in the photophysical
parameters of t-PnA resembling those recorded in heterog-
eneous lipid bilayers could be also observed in homogeneous
solvents, where no association of solvent molecules is ob-
viously expected. Therefore, the utility of this probe in the
detection of lipid domains has been seriously questioned.
The most important outcome of the present work is the

experimental confirmation that the fluorescence kinetics of
t-PnA can indeed be used to detect and quantify in a simple
way the coexistence of ordered and disordered phases in lipid
bilayers. With this purpose, the fluorescence parameters
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(lifetime and anisotropy) of t-PnA have been determined, at
different temperatures, in isotropic solvents of different vis-
cosity and in well characterized heterogeneous lipid bilayers.
Since t-PnA is not very soluble in organic solvents, a detailed
study of the effect of solvent viscosity on the t-PnA fluo-
rescence had not been carried out until now. The results show
that fluorescence decays of the probe in pure solvents and in
lipid bilayers at temperatures well above the transition tem-
perature are described by a bimodal fluorescence lifetime
distribution. An abrupt change in this bimodal distribution is
observed during the phase transition with the appearance
of a new lifetime component centered to higher values.
This component corresponds to the emission of the probe
located in the gel phase, and its amplitude is proportional
to the fraction of probe in this phase. Structural properties
(order parameters) of the gel and fluid phases have been
derived from the heterogeneous anisotropy decay of the
probe in the temperature range where the two distinct en-
vironments coexist.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials
trans-Parinaric acid, t-PnA, was obtained from Molecular
Probes (Eugene, OR) and was purified by recrystallization
from hexane. Purity was controlled by both absorption and
emission spectroscopy and high-performance liquid chroma-
tography. Paraffin oil (PRIMOL ESSO 353), used without
further purification, was free of fluorescent impurities in the
wavelength range of interest. Dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcho-
line (DPPC) and dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC)
were obtained from Serdary (London, Ontario, Canada) and
palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylcholine (POPC) from Sigma
Chemical Co. (St Louis, MO). These lipids were used as
supplied. Stock solutions of t-PnA were prepared in ethanol,
vigorously bubbled with nitrogen, and stored in the dark at
-20°C before use.

Methods
Unilamellar vesicles

Multilamellar vesicles were prepared by resuspending the appropriate
amounts of the dried lipid in phosphate buffer (pH 7), the suspension was
then heated above the phase transition and vortexed. Large unilamellar
vesicles, with a mean diameter of 90 nm, were prepared from the multi-
lamellar vesicles by extrusion techniques, through Nucleopore filters with
100 nm pore size, as previously described (Hope et al., 1985). The lipid
mixtures were prepared by dissolving the weighted components in a small
volume of chloroform and evaporating the solvent under nitrogen.

the bilayers. The probe/lipid molar ratio was 1/200 phospholipids.
Samples were measured immediately after preparation.

Fluorescence measurements

The fluorescence intensity decay and time-resolved anisotropy were ob-
tained by recording the two polarized components Ivv(t) and Ivh(t), using
the time-correlated single photon counting technique. The excitation pulse
source was the synchrotron radiation emitted by the positron storage ring
of Orsay working at a frequency of 8.33 MHz in the two-bunch mode. The
storage ring provides a light pulse with a full width at half maximum of
-500 ps. Two JY 25 monochromators were used to select the excitation
(304 nm, 322 nm, AX = 6 nm) and detection (405 nm, AX = 8 nm) wave-
lengths; the detector was a microchannel plate Hamamatsu R1564U,
Hamamatsu Photonic K.K. (Hamamatsu City 431-32, Japan). The appara-
tus response function to the excitation pulse was measured with a scatter-
ing ludox solution at the emission wavelength, alternatively with the two
components of the polarized fluorescence decay. Time resolution were ei-
ther 18, 35, or 75 ps per channel. Either 1024 or 2048 channels were used
to store the decays. Some of the experiments were carried out using a pi-
cosecond laser system as excitation source. The apparatus consisted of a
mode-locked, cavity-dumped dye laser system (dye, Rh6G) synchro-
nously pumped by an Ar+ laser, providing 10-15-ps pulses at 800 kHz.
Using a double harmonic generator samples, were excited at 300 nm and
emitted photons were detected at 405 nm by a microchannel plate photo-
multiplier (Hamamatsu R1564U). The instrumental response function was
80-100 ps. Further details of the laser spectrometer have been published
elsewhere (Moya et al., 1986).

METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS

The analysis of total fluorescence intensity I(t) and fluorescence anisotropy
r(t) was performed by the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM), for which
the fluorescence lifetime Tr and rotational correlation time 6i components are
equally spaced in logarithmic scale (Livesey and Brochon, 1987; Brochon
and Livesey, 1988; Brochon et al., 1992).

The principles of MEM as applied to time-resolved fluorescence are
outlined in the following. With a vertically polarized exciting pulse, the
paralell Ivv(t) and perpendicular Ivh(t) components of the fluorescence in-
tensity at time t after the start of the excitation are:

Ivv(t) (1)

1EA(t)* [ I y(T04 ro)e "/(1 + 2r e -'l) dTdO dro
0 0.2

Ivh(t) (2)

- 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1T3EA(t, yJr j f 0, ro)e t/T(1-roe/'O) dTdO dro3

where EA(t) is the temporal shape of the excitation flash, * denotes a con-
volution product, and 'y(T, 0, ro) represents the number of fluorophores
with fluorescence lifetime T, rotational correlation time 0, and initial
anisotropy ro.

If all the emitting species are assumed to display the same initial an-
isotropy and rotational dynamics, Eqs. 1 and 2 can be rewritten as:

Incorporation of the t-PnA probe

To prepare the paraffin oil samples, aliquots of the stock solution were
deposited on the walls of a test tube and evaporating the ethanol solvant
by blowing a stream of nitrogen. Then paraffin oil was added to the tube
and the mixture stirred at 40°C to obtain a 10-6 M homogeneous solution
of the probe. In the bilayer samples, t-PnA was added from the stock so-
lution directly into the lipid dispersion which was then vigorously
bubbled with nitrogen. The samples were stirred and heated above the
phase transition temperature to facilitate the incorporation of probe into

Ivv(t) = 3-EA(t)L* a(T)e -t/T dT( p(O)e -'lo dO)1

Ivh(t) = 3EX(t)*L a(T)e t/T dT(1 - p(O)e t'do)

and

rO= p(O) dO

(3)

(4)
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where a((T) and p(O) are, respectively, the distribution functions of the fluo-
rescence lifetimes and the rotational correlation times. The a(T) profile is
given from an initial analysis of the total fluorescence intensity.

The expression for the total fluorescence intensity, I(t), can be obtained
by summing the parallel and perpendicular components:

00

I(t) = Ivv(t) + 21vh(t) = EA(t)* f a(T)e- tT dT (5)

I(t) can also be recorded in one experiment by setting the polarizer at the
"magic" angle (54.750).

Since the experimental data are noisy and finite in extent, there is strictly
an infinite set of a(T) and p(O) solutions within the experimental error. One
may select the distribution that maximizes the Skilling-Jaynes entropy S
(Jaynes, 1983; Livesey and Skilling, 1985). For the total intensity, this en-
tropy is given by:

S= -I(T) m(T) -a(r) log I' dT (6)

while for the anisotropy is defined as:

S =J p(O) - m(O) -p(T) logmWI dO (7)

where m is our prior knowledge about the lifetime distribution; it should
be flat in log T and log p if there is no information about it before
measurement.

In order to ensure that the recovered distribution agrees with the
experimental data, we chose to bound the feasible set by a chi-squared
statistic:

The time-dependent fraction of the total light emitted by the probe
molecules localized in the environment n is given by:

f,,(t) = a,, I (12)

The individual fluorescence decay, I,,(t) in Eq. 11 is often described by
a single exponential function. However, most of the dyes embedded in
bilayers show a multicomponent fluorescence decay. Then, a general ex-
pression for I,,(t) could be:

m /m
In (t) = I c,,j exp( - tIT,,j) I c,,j = 1

j=l j=l

(13)

Using Eqs. 11 and 13, the time-dependent fluorescence fraction fn(t) is:

(14)f,,(t)a,, J- c, exp( - tl )
n,S F an Ym1 c,,exp(- t/IT,,j)

Since at time zero f,,(O) = a,, the weighting factors a,, may be derived
from the parameters of the fluorescence decay. If the radiative lifetime and
absorption coefficient of the probe are not very different in the two envi-
ronments, a, represents the molar fraction of the probe in each environment
(a,, = Xn).

In an heterogeneous system, the fluorescence anisotropy decay r(t) is a
linear combination of the anisotropy decay of each emitting species:

(15)r(t) = - fnF(t)rn(t)
n=s, F

To reduce the number of adjustable parameters in the numerical analysis,
the anisotropy function of each dye population was represented by a single
rotational correlation time 0 and a residual anisotropy r. (the cone model):

M (icalc - iobs i2 M 1icalc iobs )2\ k, vv k,vv \ k,vh k,vh C 2M
a= a,2 w k= 2

k= 1 rk, vv k=l O'k,vh
(8)

where ICalC, Iobs are the calculated and observed intensities, Oa is the
variance of the kth point, and M is the total number of points in each
component.

The center Tj of a single class j of lifetimes over the a(Tr) distribution is
defined as:

Ei a(T)i)
Ei ai(Ti)

and the center of a correlation time distribution is calculated as:

i- P(Odo,
i 2iP(@i)

r.(t) = P. exp( -t/IO) + r,n 13, + rxn = r. (O) (16)

The anisotropy at t = 0, r,,(0) was assumed to be the same for the two
populations and was not fixed (Ruggiero and Hudson, 1989b).

If the fraction of the probe localized in a specific phase (X) and the
partition coefficient of the probe between the gel and fluid phases (Kpsr) are
known, it is possible to quantify the fraction of gel phase Xs from the
expression:

(9)

(10)

the summation being performed on the significant values of a(Tr) and p(0,)
for the j class. The fractional areas ci and 3,l are, respectively, the ratio of
areas of the Y ai(T) and I p(O@) peaks to that of the entire surface of
the distribution. In this study the analysis were performed starting with 100
lifetimes (from 0.1 to 50 or 100 ns) and 100 correlation times (between 0.1
and 100 ns).

When the probe is assumed to be located in two different environments,
the fluorescence anisotropy decay was analyzed using a Marquardt non-
linear least squares search, by fitting simultaneously the horizontal and
vertical fluorescence decay traces (Cross and Flemming, 1984). The an-
isotropy data were fit to an "associative" model (Ruggiero and Hudson,
1989b; Mateo et al., 1991) in which the lifetime parameters of the total
intensity decay are specifically associated with individual anisotropy pa-
rameters. The corresponding model accounts for the possibility of a probe
being localized in two different environments S and F. The corresponding
species have independent fluorescence, I,,(t), and anisotropy, r,#(), decays
(with n = S or F). The total fluorescence decay, I(t), is given by a linear
combination of the kinetic parameters of the two emitting species:

I(t) = I anIn(t) I a,, = 1 (11)
n=S, F n=S, F

ts/Vs
Ks/F = XP /X

p x!/xFXpX
(XS + XF = 1) (17)

RESULTS

Fluorescence intensity decay kinetics

Isotropic solutions

The fluorescence kinetics of t-PnA was studied in isotropic
solvents (ethanol, cyclohexane, and paraffin oil) at tempera-
tures from 100 to 500C. In the three solvents the t-PnA fluo-
rescence was well fitted by two-lifetimes decay functions
(Fig. 1 and Table 1). In some cases, a third long lifetime
component was observed, with a contribution of less than 1%
and was calculated as artefactual. The relative amplitude of
the long lifetime component, TL, accounts for almost 80% of
the total distribution area. Changing solvent polarity, vis-
cosity or temperature does not modify the bimodal lifetime
distribution and only the center location of the lifetime peaks
is varied. The Arrhenius plot of the long lifetime component
TL (Fig. 2) shows that in the three solvents log TL increases
linearly with 1IT. For a constant temperature the value of TL
was found to be larger in the solvent with higher viscosity.
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FIGURE 1 Fluorescence lifetime distributions of t-PnA in ethanol, cy-

clohexane, and paraffin oil at 20°C as recovered by MEM.

Single-component lipid bilayers

Fluid phase-In the fluid phase of the saturated phospho-
lipids, DPPC (Tm = 42°C) and DMPC (Tm = 23°C), the
fluorescence decay of t-PnA is well described by a bimodal
lifetime distribution, similar to that observed in the paraffin
oil (Table 1). The same distribution pattern was recorded in
the fluid phase of the unsaturated phospholipid POPC (Tm =
-5°C), at temperatures above 20°C (Table 2 and Fig. 3). The
Arrhenius plot of the long lifetime component in the three
lipid systems (Fig. 2) shows that, also in this case, log TL

increases linearly with 1T, as in isotropic solvents. For a

constant temperature TL was found to be larger in the phos-
pholipids with a higher transition temperature.

In the case of POPC at temperatures below 20°C the dis-
tribution pattern corresponding to the short lifetime broad-
ened when temperature was decreasing and finally, it was
split in two new lifetime components (Fig. 3 and Table 2).

Gel phase-The change in the lifetime distribution of
t-PnA through the lipid phase transition is shown in Fig. 4.
In DPPC there is an abrupt change in the distribution pattern
at 42°C, with the appearance of a new lifetime component
centered at 20 ns (Table 1). This pattern was preserved at
lower temperatures and the only change observed was a shift

to longer lifetime values. Similar changes were detected in
DMPC through the lipid phase transition (Table 1).

Two-component lipid bilayers

The fluorescence intensity decay of t-PnA was measured in
large unilamellar vesicles made up with an equimolar mix-
ture of DMPC/DPPC in the temperature range between 25°
and 45°C. The lifetime distributions and fit parameters are
shown in Fig. 5 and Table 3, respectively. The thermal phase
diagram of this mixture, previously determined by differen-
tial scanning calorimetry (Mabrey and Sturtevant, 1976),
provides information on a system of coexisting gel/fluid
phases located in the range of physiological temperatures
(see Fig. 7). In the temperature range from 250 to 33°C, the
fluorescence lifetime distribution is similar to that recorded
in the gel phase of DPPC. From 340 to 37°C, the contribution
of the long lifetime component decreases and finally a bi-
modal distribution is obtained from 38°C to higher tempera-
tures (Fig. 5).

Similar experiments were carried out in DMPC/DPPC
mixtures containing 0.7 mol fraction of DMPC. The fluo-
rescence parameters are shown in Table 3. The amplitude of
the long lifetime component decreases from 300 to 34°C.

Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy decay
measurements

Isotropic solvents

In ethanol and cyclohexane the anisotropy decay of the probe
was satisfactorily fitted to a single correlation distribution
function (Table 4). The measured r(O) = E P3i is lower than
the expected value ro = 0.4 (Shang et al., 1991), probably
due to very fast correlation processes of the probe which
cannot be resolved with our instrument. In paraffin oil the
fluorescence anisotropy decay of t-PnA was described by
three rotational correlation times (Table 4). The values of
these rotational correlation times decrease with rising the
temperature, although their relative weights remain approxi-
mately constant. Above 200C the first correlation time 01
becomes too fast to be resolved by our instrumentation.

Lipid bilayers

The fluorescence anisotropy of t-PnA in single-component
lipid bilayers, in both gel and fluid phases, decays in fractions
of nanoseconds to a residual anisotropy r.. This limiting
value can be related to the second rank order parameter, (P2),
of the acyl chain distribution (Van der Meer et al., 1984). The
corresponding fit parameters of the curves are shown in
Table 5 as a function of temperature. In the gel phase the
rotational correlation time is so fast that could not be quan-
tified in several cases. The fluorescence anisotropy decay of
the probe at the transition temperature shows an anomalous
behavior, as noted before by Wolber and Hudson (1981) and
Ruggiero and Hudson (1989b), with a very fast decay to a
minimal value and a subsequent increase. The upward cur-
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TABLE 1 Fluorescence intensity decay parameters, recovered by MEM, of t-PnA in homogeneous solution and in large
unilamellar vesicles of DMPC and DPPC as a function of temperature

Sample T/°C Cl Tl/ns C2 T2/ns C3 T3/ns

EtOH 10 0.29 0.3 0.71 1.1
20 0.34 0.3 0.66 0.9
30 0.29 0.3 0.71 0.7

Cyclohex. 10 0.15 0.9 0.85 2.7
20 0.18 0.9 0.82 2.3
50 0.12 0.7 0.88 1.3

Paraffin oil 10 0.28 1.6 0.72 5.9
13 0.20 1.7 0.80 5.4
15 0.22 1.6 0.78 5.1
20 0.15 1.4 0.85 4.3
32 0.17 1.0 0.83 3.0
35 0.23 0.9 0.77 2.7
42 0.14 0.7 0.86 2.2
50 0.10 0.6 0.90 1.9

DPPC 10 0.11 1.3 0.06 7.6 0.83 45
20 0.11 1.0 0.14 9.0 0.75 37
25 0.11 1.5 0.10 9.1 0.79 35
30 0.11 1.7 0.07 5.7 0.82 30
32 0.11 0.9 0.11 5.6 0.78 26
41 0.15 1.3 0.43 5.0 0.42 29
42 0.24 0.9 0.51 4.3 0.25 20
50 0.26 0.7 0.71 2.8 0.03 19

DMPC 13 0.17 1.3 0.18 10.0 0.65 29
15 0.22 1.0 0.23 4.7 0.55 22
22 0.26 2.1 0.24 5.0 0.50 20
23 0.27 1.1 0.32 4.4 0.41 20
25 0.24 1.4 0.40 6.0 0.36 15
30 0.38 1.4 0.62 5.5
35 0.18 1.1 0.82 4.2
40 0.30 1.1 0.70 3.5

Ci and Ti are the integrated relative amplitude and center value, respectively, of each lifetime class. Ci, ±0.04; Tl, ±0.3, T2, ±0.8, T3, ±2.0 ns.

E C{-l° DMPC/DPPC(1:1)
- -Chex. -0-- .-P(C OPP

10

tL/ns

1

3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7
10 3 /T (K -')

FIGURE 2 Arrhenius plot of the long lifetime component (TL) of the
fluorescence distribution of t-PnA in ethanol, cyclohexane, and paraffin oil
and in large unilamellar vesicles of POPC, DMPC, DPPC/DMPC (1:1), and
DPPC.

vature in r(t) is a strong indication of rotational heterogeneity
associated with different fluorescence lifetime components
(Ludescher et al., 1987). These curves were analyzed with
the associative model described above, by assuming the pres-
ence of two subpopulations of the probe localized in two
differents phases. The longer lifetime component of the dis-

TABLE 2 Fluorescence intensity decay parameters,
recovered by MEM, of t-PnA in large unilamellar vesicles of
POPC
Sample T/°C Cl Tl/ns C2 T2Ins C3 T3/ns

POPC 10 0.16 0.7 0.31 2.2 0.53 9.0
15 0.18 0.8 0.28 2.0 0.54 7.4
20 0.24 0.8 0.21 1.9 0.55 6.1
30 0.37 1.0 0.63 4.2
32 0.33 1.1 0.67 3.6
40 0.31 0.8 0.69 3.0
42 0.18 0.8 0.82 2.5
50 0.28 0.6 0.72 2.3

Ci and Ti are the integrated relative amplitude and barycenter value,
respectively, of each lifetime class. Ci, ±0.04; T1, ±0.2, T2, ±0.3,
T3, ±1.0 ns.

tribution was associated with the fraction of probe localized
in the gel phase, while the short components were associated
with the probe molecules embedded in the fluid phase. An-
isotropy parameters from analysis are given in Table 5.

In the equimolar mixture DMPC/DPPC at temperatures
above 390 and below 34°C the anisotropy decays could be
described by a single rotational correlation time and a con-
stant anisotropy value as it was observed, respectively, in the
fluid and gel phases of single-component lipid bilayers
(Table 5 and Fig. 6). In the 34-380C range the anisotropy
decay shows the upward curvature observed in single-
component lipid bilayers near the phase transition (Fig. 6).
The anisotropy decay of t-PnA in DMPC/DPPC lipid bilay-
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FIGURE 3 The fluorescence lifetime distribution
of t-PnA in POPC as a function of temperature.

ers with a different composition (7:3 molar ratio) in the tem-
perature range of 31-34°C was identical to that observed in
the equimolar bilayers (see Table 5). The two subpopulations
of probe molecules are characterized by quite different re-
sidual anisotropy values (rs and r') and rotational correlation
times, Os and OF. The residual anisotropy rs is similar to the
value measured in the gel phase of the single-component
lipid bilayer. The value for fluid environment, rF, is also
typical of the fluid phases of DMPC and DPPC.

DISCUSSION
Isotropic solvents

The main limitation in the use of t-PnA to detect lipid do-
mains has been the intrinsic heterogeneity of its fluorescence
decay in isotropic solvents. Here we confirm that the probe

exhibits in fluid solvents, in the range of temperatures and
viscosities studied, two well defined lifetime components.
Our results reproduce, in the most of the cases, what has been
observed by Ruggiero and Hudson (1989a) using pulse light
technique and assuming discrete lifetimes. On the contrary,
the results are not in agreement with those found by Parasassi
et al. (1984) using multifrequency phase technique and dis-
crete lifetimes, although could be well compared with those
obtained using the same technique but assuming a continuous
lifetime distribution (Conti and Parasassi, 1987). The origin
of the multiexponential decay could be explained, as a first
hypothesis, assuming a two-excited-state model, as for DPH
(Parasassi et al., 1991b). t-PnA present two closely spaced
excited states (Sklar et al., 1977a; Hudson and Kohler, 1973).
After excitation to the allowed excited state S2, there is a
rapid interconversion to the lower excited state S1, and most

TABLE 3 Fluorescence intensity decay parameters, recovered by MEM, of t-PnA in LUVs containing lipid mixtures
of DMPC/DPPC

DMPC/DPPC
molar ratio T/°C C1 Tl/ns C2 TJns C3 T3/ns

1:1 25 0.15 1.4 0.24 8.3 0.61 28
30 0.15 1.7 0.27 8.1 0.58 26
33 0.17 1.5 0.25 6.4 0.58 24
34 0.16 1.3 0.32 5.8 0.52 24
35 0.21 1.4 0.38 5.7 0.41 23
36 0.21 1.4 0.50 5.3 0.29 22
37 0.17 1.1 0.69 4.9 0.14 22
38 0.28 1.3 0.62 4.7 0.10 21
39 0.26 1.2 0.71 4.5 0.03 19
42 0.28 1.1 0.70 3.7 0.02 16
45 0.30 0.9 0.70 3.1

7:3 29 0.18 1.1 0.17 4.0 0.65 21
30 0.17 1.8 0.26 6.4 0.57 22
31 0.16 1.5 0.40 6.0 0.44 22
32 0.24 1.3 0.55 5.2 0.21 17
33 0.24 1.3 0.66 5.3 0.10 17
34 0.28 1.3 0.69 5.2 0.03 21

Ci and Ti are the integrated relative amplitude and center value, respectively, of each lifetime class. Ci, ±0.04; TI, ±0.02, r2, ±0.8, T3, ±2.0 ns.
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FIGURE 4 Effect of the lipid phase transition on the fluorescence lifetime
distribution of t-PnA incorporated in DPPC large unilamellar vesicles
(Tm = 42°C).

of the emission occurs from this state. The result is that the
fluorescence lifetimes observed reflect both the intrinsic de-
cay rates from Si and S2 and the interchange rates between
the two excited states. The excited probe interacts with the
solvent molecules, and the different exchange kinetics be-
tween the solvating shells influence the interchange rates of
these excited states giving rise to a broad lifetime distribu-
tion. Hudson et al. (1986) has also suggested that the mul-
tiexponential decay of the probe is due to a photochemical
process leading to several emitting excited-state conformers
that may thermally revert to the all-trans form on returning
to the ground state. The certain is that the exact origin of this
behavior is not yet clear. However, for the objective of the
present work, the most important feature is the observation
of a biexponential fluorescence kinetics which is preserved
in the temperature range of interest for membrane research.

In simple alkane solvents as cyclohexane or paraffin oil,
the lifetime values observed for t-PnA are a function of po-
larizability and temperature. The temperature effects on the
t-PnA fluorescence was previously observed (Sklar et al.,
1977a) and is confirmed here (Fig. 2). These results are com-
pared with those obtained by Ruggiero et al. (1989a) in squa-
lene. In paraffin oil the temperature dependence of the long-

so A
40

0 af i i 5 I f if1
1 10

Llfetime (ns)
ffi i 1 if la0

FIGURE 5 The fluorescence lifetime distribution of t-PnA incorporated
in an equimolar mixture of DPPC/DMPC as a function of temperature.

est lifetime component is stronger than in squalene. In
cyclohexane, increasing temperature affects, slightly, the
fluorescence parameters of the probe. Activation energies,
determined for paraffin oil, squalene, and cyclohexane are
5.3 ± 0.2, 4.6 + 0.9, and 3.4 ± 0.2 kcal/mol, respectively.
At 13°C the respective viscosity of these solvents is qjol =
289 cP, 71squal = 44 cP, and ,chex = 0.7 cP. Therefore,
changes in the temperature will have a major effect on the
t-PnA lifetimes if the solvent is viscous. Since the radiative
lifetime of t-PnA can be considered rather constant for a
variety of solvents and over the temperature range of 120 to
66°C (Sklar et al., 1977a), it is possible to assume that
changes observed in the fluorescence lifetime of the probe
are due to changes in its radiationless decay rate. Therefore,
the radiationless process will be activated not only by in-
creasing temperature but also by decreasing viscosity. This
behavior attributed to changes in viscosity could be only due

- e~~~~~~~~~~~~-

-
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TABLE 4 Fluorescence anisotropy parameters, recovered by MEM, of t-PnA in homogeneous solution

Solvent T/°C p3i 01/ns 132 02/ns 13 03/ns

Paraffin oil 5 0.04 0.2 0.06 3.6 0.30 37.0
13 0.06 0.2 0.08 2.5 0.26 19.0
20 0.07 0.2 0.07 2.1 0.23 9.0
32 0.08 1.1 0.23 5.0
35 0.09 1.1 0.21 4.6
42 0.06 0.8 0.27 2.2
50 0.04 0.3 0.24 1.8

Cyclohexene 10 0.14 0.3
20 0.11 0.2
50 0.18 0.1

Ethanol 10 0.23 0.3
20 0.22 0.2
30 0.32 0.1

Oi and P,i are the rotational correlation time and its relative amplitude, respectively. Pi, ±0.02; Oi, ±0.2 ns.

TABLE 5 Parameters from the fit of an associative model to the fluroescence anisotropy decay of t-PnA in large unilamellar
vesicles of single lipids (DMPC, DPPC, POPC) and lipid mixtures of DMPC/DPPC

Sample T/°C ,Ons r' Of/ns rf XS (p2)s Xf (P2)f
DPPC 20 <0.1 0.34 1 0.94 0

30 <0.1 0.35 1 0.95 0
42 <0.1 0.30 0.5 0.11 0.17 0.88 0.83 0.53
50 1.1 0.07 0 1 0.42

DMPC 15 <0.1 0.36 1 0.96 0
25 <0.1 0.34 1.4 0.13 0.20 0.94 0.80 0.58
30 1.2 0.13 0 1 0.58
40 0.3 0.11 0 1 0.53

DMPC/DPPC (1:1) 25 0.13 0.35 1 0.95 0
30 0.12 0.32 1 0.91 0
33 0.01 0.31 1 0.89 0
34 0.09 0.31 0.50 0.18 0.59 0.89 0.41 0.68
35 0.19 0.32 0.47 0.18 0.30 0.91 0.70 0.68
36 0.05 0.31 0.46 0.15 0.16 0.89 0.84 0.62
37 <0.1 0.28 0.43 0.13 0.07 0.85 0.93 0.58
38 0.05 0.26 0.47 0.14 0.04 0.82 0.96 0.58
39 <0.1 0.26 0.51 0.11 0.01 0.82 0.99 0.53
42 0.50 0.11 0 1 0.53
45 0.67 0.10 0 1 0.51

DMPC/DPPC (7:3) 29 0.07 0.32 1 0.91 0
30 1.04 0.32 1 0.91 0
31 <0.1 0.31 0.44 0.12 0.35 0.89 0.65 0.55
32 <0.1 0.29 0.80 0.13 0.09 0.86 0.91 0.56
33 <0.1 0.28 0.65 0.13 0.04 0.85 0.96 0.59
34 0.1 0.28 0.59 0.14 0.01 0.85 0.99 0.59

(P2)s and (P2)f are, respectively, the order parameters of the probe in the gel and fluid phases; xs and xf represent the lipid phase fraction derived from
the parameters of the t-PnA fluorescence decay. on, ±0.1 ns; r., ±0.01.
Order parameters are calculated from (p2)2 = rl1ro, with ro = 0.39 (Hudson and Cavalier, 1988).

to a decreasing in the polarizability of the solvents associated
to the viscosity decreasing. Our experiments show that in
simple alkane solvents the photophysical properties of t-PnA
are preserved up to 490 cP in the temperature range between
10° and 50°C. At each temperature, a plot of log TL vs. log q
shows a linear behavior in the range of viscosities studied
(data not shown). Therefore, it is possible to estimate the
viscosity of alkane solvents just from the t-PnA fluorescence
lifetimes.
The time-resolved anisotropy measurements in paraffin oil

indicate that the probe undergoes a complex rotational dy-
namics behavior. The three correlation times cannot be ex-
plained in terms of a symmetric ellipsoid rotating under the
classic hydrodynamic principles. The variations of the long-

est and intermediate correlation times, 03 and 02, vs. T/q are
linear (data not shown). If only these two correlation times
are considered, the behavior with T/fr could be interpreted by
modeling the probe as a prolate ellipsoid of dimension 15 X
1 A, where the absorption and emission transition moments
are collinear and inclined 170 ± 20 in relation to the long axis
of the molecule. The value obtained for the angle is in good
agreement with the value of 200 recently determined using
an oriented mixed crystal system in which the probe is ori-
ented by inclusion in a urea/n-alkane inclusion complex
(Shang et al., 1991). An independent determination of the
orientation of the transition-dipole moment for tetraene
chromophore of t-PnA was also made by analyzing the
time-resolved fluorescence polarization of decatetraene in
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FIGURE 6 Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy of t-PnA in large
unilamellar vesicles of an equimolar mixture of DPPC/DMPC as a function
of temperature (see Table 5 for parameters of decay).

paraffin oil (Dou et al., 1992). From this study, an angle of
22 ± 20 was obtained, which is also in good agreement
with our result.

The shortest correlation time could be explained assuming
fast movements of the chain as trans-gauche isomerization
in the upper part of the molecule (Hudson et al., 1986). Com-
paring the correlation times in paraffin oil and cyclohexane
with their respective viscosities, it is noticed that the rota-
tional characteristics of the probe are different in both sol-
vents. Since in paraffin oil solvent and probe present the
same molecular size, it is possible that t-PnA does not dis-
place the solvent molecules during its rotation (slip motion).
However, the rotation of the probe in the cyclohexane must
displace some solvent (due to the smaller molecular size of
cyclohexane), and hence the free rotation of the probe will
be partially damped (stick motion).
Awide variety of stable configurations can be assumed for

t-PnA molecule. Contrary to DPH, the rotational behavior of
this probe in isotropic solvents cannot be extrapolated to lipid
bilayers environments. t-PnA remains anchored in the mem-
brane by its acid group at the level of the phospholipid polar
heads. This location prevent the molecule to adopt many

configurations that are possible in isotropic solvents.

Lipid bilayers

The most important result of the analysis of the fluorescence
kinetics of t-PnA in the fluid phase of a lipid bilayer is that
the fluorescence lifetime distribution resembles that obtained
in pure homogeneous solvents. Therefore it is possible to
associate changes observed in this distribution pattern to
changes in the physical state of the lipids. We are led to the
conclusion that the rising of the third lifetime component
observed at the transition temperature corresponds to the
emission of the probe localized in the gel phase and its am-
plitude reflects the fraction of this phase.

In the fluid phase the temperature dependence of the long
lifetime component decreases on going from DPPC to
DMPC and from here to POPC. Activation energies deter-

mined for the three systems are, respectively, 12 + 2, 8.4 ±
1.3, and 7.6 ± 0.3 kcal/mol, which are considerably higher
than the value of 5.3 kcal/mol determined in paraffin oil. At
45°C, the respective order parameters of the probe is 0.53,
0.42, and 0.34. Therefore, the lifetime values of the probe and
their temperature dependence are strongly dependent on the
order of the system. In conclusion, lifetimes of t-PnA in fluid
systems increase with order and viscosity and decrease with
temperature. If the radiative lifetime of the probe is also
constant in these systems, the radiationless process for t-PnA
will be activated by increasing temperature and decreasing
viscosity and order degree.

In contrast to that observed in DMPC and DPPC, the life-
time distribution of t-PnA in the fluid phase of POPC shows
three lifetime components at low temperatures. This distri-
bution pattern is similar to that observed in a gel phase, but
it is centered to shorter lifetimes. At 10°C the order parameter
in POPC is (P2) = 0.56, which is in the same range that the
value obtained in the fluid phase of DMPC. However, the
longest lifetime of the distribution is 5 ns larger in the un-
saturated phospholipid. The difference is due to the tem-
perature dependence of the t-PnA radiationless decay rate
(see above). This temperature dependence could also explain
the origin of the intermediate lifetime in POPC: the fluo-
rescent kinetics of the probe in a membrane system presents
three lifetime components. The shortest lifetime component
is almost independent of temperature, order, and fluidity. The
intermediate and long lifetimes are extremely sensitive to
these three parameters. At high temperatures, it is not pos-
sible to resolve the short and intermediate lifetimes, however,
when order and viscosity increase with lowering tempera-
ture, these lifetimes can be resolved and the corresponding
distribution pattern is described by three lifetimes compo-
nents. Since the interpretation of data in terms of phase frac-
tions is mainly lead by the amplitude of the longest lifetime,
the presence of the intermediate lifetime does not interfere
with the results (see companion paper (Mateo et al., 1993)).

It is known that t-PnA is dissolved preferentially in lipid
environments with gel-like properties (Sklar et al., 1977b).
This probe accumulates in the gel phase with a partition co-
efficient Ks/F = 5 ± 2 (Sklar et al., 1977b; Hudson et al.,
1986, 1988). From this value, combined with our experi-
mental data, we have quantified (Eq. 17) the amount of the
fluid and gel phase in the DMPC/DPPC mixture as a function
of temperature. The results are given in Table 5. Since the
radiative constants of t-PnA in each lipid phase can be con-
sidered similar (Sklar et al., 1977a), the fraction of the probe
localized in the gel phase, Xp, is determined from the relative
proportion of the longest lifetime component (C3 in Table 1
and 3). For this calculus it is assumed that X4 = 1 when C3
reaches its maximum value. The DPPC/DMPC phase dia-
gram determined from these data is shown in Fig. 7 together
with the ideal and experimental phase diagram of Mabrey
and Sturtevant (1976). In this diagram the beginning of the
"lipid solidification" (upper curve) agrees well with that cal-
culated assuming ideal mixing of the lipids, but it is detected
at temperatures slightly higher than those of the calorimetric
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FIGURE 7 Thermotropic phase diagram of the DMPC/
ture as determined from the t-PnA fluorescence lifetime
(solid lines), from differential scanning calorimetry (dotte
culated assumming ideal mixing of the two lipids (dashe
and Sturtevant, 1976).

results. This discrepancy can be explained bec
rimetric phase diagram was determined in mull
pensions but not in large unilamellar vesicles
planation could be the preference of the t-Pn
phase. This preference makes it much more ser
gel clusters that cannot be detected by other te
the same reason, the beginning of the lipid
(lower curve) is detected by t-PnA with large ui
at temperatures higher than those determined b
The reproducibility of these phase diagrams

conclusion about the origin of the longest lif
nent. This conclusion is also confirmed from
the anisotropy decay. At temperatures where
phases coexist the long-lifetime component
with an environment having an order paramet(
rather consistent with a gel phase. The value o
environment associated with the short lifetin
tently lower than (P2)5. The temperature depen
and (P2)5 in the equimolar DMPC/DPPC mix
in Fig. 8. The progressive ordering effect in ti
as temperature decreased can be attributed to 1
and, consequently, packing of the gel phase.
35°C the (P2)5 value is practically constant.
39°C, (P2)5 shows a smooth decrease. The dis(
served in (P2)5 at 35°C could be explained cc
connectivity property of domain systems (Va
1990). In a two-components two-phase bilayer
in the major component has dispersed in it a (

phase rich in the minor component. As temp
creased, the initially dispersed phase become
and the initial continuous phase becomes dispe
components mix ideally, the connectivity wil
the masses of the two coexisting phases are equ
1990). The binary system ofDMPC/DPPC can
almost ideal. We have determined a X' = 0.5 at

0.8 1 FIGURE 8 The order parameters of the fluid (P2)f (Q) and gel phase (p2)s(@) of the DPPC/DMPC equimolar mixture as a function of temperature.
The continuous line shows the variation with temperature of the fraction of

/DPPC lipid mix- gel phase X.

distribution data
?d lines), and cal-
d lines) (Mabrey equimolar mixture. Therefore, below this temperature the

fluid phase is disconnected by a continuous gel phase. (P2)s
is similar to that observed in the pure gel phase, while (P2)f

-ause the calo- is higher than the value expected for a fluid phase. At 34.5°C

1ilamellar the fluid phase achieves the connectivity and gel clusters areAnothellar exs- dispersed in the bulk fluid phase. As the interaction between

Afother ge lipid clusters is screened by a boundary layer of lipid in
nsible to small intermediate states, (P2)s decreases gradually with tempera-
chiqueto smaFor ture and becomes smaller than the value expected for a pure,chniques. For glpae
fluiific tion

gel phase.fluidification Finally, in the contrary to the expected results, the ex-
ncertainty and perimental rotational correlation times are smaller in the gel
y calorimetry, than in the fluid phase. The value obtained in the fluid phase
supported our

is probably the average of two depolarization processes: a6time compo- fast motion, similar to the single one observed in the gel
the results of

phase, along with another slower motion in the subnano-

fuisdasoa ted second time range. The very fast depolarization of the probeisassocithateis in the ordered phase could be explained by trans-gauche
Dr (P2)s that is

isomerizations in the saturated part of the t-PnA chain, which
(P2)f for the

could be more probable than motions of the entire acyl chain.
dnesis of(pn)f In conclusion, this work confirms that the fluorescence
dence of P2f kinetics of t-PnA can be used to detect the presence of gel-
turefis shown fluid heterogeneity in lipid bilayers. In addition, we propose
he fluid phase here a simple and very useful method to quantify and char-

increasing acterize this lateral heterogeneity using the fluorescence life-
250

time distribution of the probe incorporated in the bilayers.
From 350 to

We believe that this method can be applied to a large variety
continuity obe of lipid membrane studies where the formation of heterog-
z et alr, 1989 eneous microdomains is being postulated.
the phase rich
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